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[nr;lruction to candidates :

1) Section - A is compulsory.

2) ^/\ttempt any Four questions from Section - B.
3) Attempt any Two questions from Secticrn - C.

Section - A
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il) Define close loop corltroi systern with suitable example.

b) Differentiate betrveen linear and non-linear systems.

c) Explain the servomechanism used in control systenrs.

.1) Del'ine source, sink, path gain and non touching loops in a signal floiv
graph.

e) Delinc the rnaximum overshoot and settling time in relation to stcp
respoilse of a second order system.

0 Differeirtiate between overdamped, criticaliy darnpcd and underclanrpcd
' * .  I ; V S t O t n S .

g) Givc the time response of a control sy51s6 if it has:- double roots ai
origin, one pair of ror:ts on jrrl axis.

h) Givc the centroid and directions of asyrnptotes lor root locus of a
system whose open loop transfer fr-rnction is I((s+1)/s2 (s.r-Z).

i) Define phase margin and gain margin in a polar plot.

j) Detine iag compensator with the help of its transfer fulctiop.
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Section - B
(4x5-20)

QZ) Why AC techogenerator is used in control system? Explain its function

Q3) Give the relation between the time and frequency responses of a second
order system.

Q4) Disurss the Routh - Hurwitz criteria foi determining the stability of a control
system and calcuiate the range of K,for,stable operation of following
ctraracteristic equation.

Sa+4S3+13S2+36S+K = 0

Q5) Drawthe signal flow graph for the following system and calculate the transfer
function using Mason's gain formiila.
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